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Aluminum Tolerant Corn

Foreword

In the broadest sense, biotechnology is the use of biological processes, organisms or 
systems to develop products aimed to improve some aspect of life. Biotechnology at 
its roots is a very old science, stretching back 7,000 years to the production of bread, 
cheese, wine, and vinegar (which all depend on harnessing and modifying some 
biological process). The field has expanded dramatically over the last quarter century, 
powered by our understanding of DNA, the recipe card inside the nucleus of our cells. 
This recipe card provides the instructions to make proteins and all the structures of 
the cell.

Biotechnology combines the disciplines of molecular biology, genetics, cell biology, 
biochemistry, and embryology, which in turn are linked to additional fields such as 
chemical engineering, information technology, and robotics. Over the next few years, 
biotechnology is poised to heavily impact several areas of society, including health-
care, the environment and agriculture.

Along those lines, this laboratory activity serves to explore and investigate the vast 
amounts of biological data generated by current technologies and how that data is 
correlated, analyzed and used in the field of agriculture. 
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Aluminum Tolerant Corn Overview: 

Soluble aluminum in soils is a major abiotic stress factor that can dramatically reduce crop yields. 
Aluminum (Al+) is present in all soils, but in soils that contain large amounts of clay or have an acidic pH, 
aluminum ions are released and can be absorbed by plant roots. Absorbed aluminum is toxic to the rapidly 
dividing cells of plant roots and often arrests cell division completely. This results in stunted roots and 
reduced nutrient absorption, which reduces overall plant health, growth and production. Some strains of 
common cultivars are naturally tolerant of higher soil Al+ levels. 

In this lab, you will investigate two strains of corn and identify a potential genetic cause for variations in        
aluminum tolerance.  

In part one, Root Growth Analysis, students will grow readily available corn seedlings either in standard 
potting soil or in plastic bags under varying concentrations of AlCl3. During the growth period, students will 
measure germination time, seedling growth and root growth/characteristics daily, to compare the impact of 
aluminum on seedling health and growth. 

In part two, Sequence Analysis, students will be given either digital or paper files of genomic sequence data 
for one region of the corn genome. Students will use DNA subway to annotate the sequence, searching for 
repeating regions and potential genes. Students will use BLAST to determine the name and function of any 
genes identified.

Alabama Science Course of Study 2015 
COS  3, 3a, 3b, 3c 

Learning targets:

The Biology Compendium: A Field Guide to the Alabama Standards

72.  Based on my understanding of the Central Dogma of biology, I can predict how 
 specific changes in DNA (both large scale and small) will impact protein function. 
73.  I can interpret the impacts of DNA changes using lab techniques such as gel 
 electrophoresis, PCR, or computer-based resources such as NCBI. 
75.  I can explain gene expression in terms of genes being “turned on or off” and in   
 broad terms identify the factors that influence gene expression. 

Objectives:

Root Growth Analysis
• Hypothesize variation in growth expected in aluminum tolerant and aluminum sensitive 
 strains of corn when grown under experimental conditions.
• Compare the growth and root formation of corn seeds treated with aluminum to 
 untreated seeds

Sequence Analysis 
• Use DNA Subway to annotate a region of the Corn genome to identify varying copy 
 numbers of the MATE 1 protein
• Use researcher tools to infer the function of the identified gene
• Compare the sequence of aluminum tolerant and aluminum sensitive strains
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Materials 

Root Growth Analysis
3-5 varieties of corn seed *
AlCl3 powder **
Water 
Corn Data Collection Sheet (see page 13)
Optional: Microscope
*  purchase at any garden center
**  available through your typical high school 
 chemical providers (need 160 g/setup)

Option 1
Clear containers or cups
Potting soil
Plastic wrap

Option 2
Resealable plastic bags
Paper towels
Water

Sequence Analysis
Al Tolerant Corn Sequence File
Al Sensitive Corn Sequence File

Timeframe
The sequence analysis portion of this activity can be introduced 
and completed in 90 minutes. It is critical that the instructor tests 
the required files utilizing the schools technology prior to 
implementing the activity. 

Corn Data Collection Sheet (see page 13)
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Instructor Background 

Aluminum toxicity plays a major role in crop loss in 
some soils. Excessive aluminum (Al+) may cause as 
much as 25 – 80% crop loss depending on the type of 
crop and actual soil make up. Aluminum (Al+) is  
present in all soils, but in soils that contain large 
amounts of clay or have an acidic pH, aluminum ions 
are released and can be absorbed by plant roots.  
Absorbed aluminum is toxic to the rapidly dividing cells of plant roots and often arrests cell division complete-
ly. This results in stunted roots and reduced nutrient absorption, which reduces overall plant health, growth 
and production. As much as 50% of the world’s potentially arable land is considered ‘too acidic’ for crop  
production, because of aluminum toxicity. 

Some plants are more tolerant of aluminum levels, growing in aluminum concentrations that would be deadly 
to more sensitive plants. There are several strains of common agricultural crops that show this aluminum 
tolerance. Efforts have been underway for many years to reinforce this aluminum resistance using traditional 
direct selection and research into genetic variations among tolerant and sensitive strains. In corn, several 
genomic locations have been identified that account for roughly 60% of the variation in Al+ tolerance among 
strains of corn. 

One of the genes implicated is MATE1, found on the end of corn chro-
mosome 6. MATE1 is a transport protein that moves citric acid out of 
the cells along the root tips into the surrounding soil. Citric acid binds 
to aluminum ions forming Al(NO3)3 . This compound is unable to pass 
into the roots and does not impact the rapidly dividing cells at the root’s 
meristem. The MATE1 protein is only expressed when the growing plant 
is faced with stressful levels of aluminum. In many commonly cultivated 
strains of corn, only one copy of the MATE1 protein is present. 

Copy number variations (CNVs) are known to exist in human and plant genomes. In sexually reproducing 
organisms, most genes are present in two copies. One copy inherited from the male parent and one from the 
female parent. Research into the human genome lead to the discovery that individuals may have different 
numbers of specific genes. Think of genes as recipes for proteins, and genomes as the entire cookbook for an  
individual organism. These copy number variations would be like multiple copies of a particular recipe being 
found in the cookbook, or a recipe not being included at all. Changes in the number of times a gene is pres-
ent, may lead to increased production of a specific protein. Alternatively missing copies of a gene may cause 
the protein to be absent or present in reduced amounts. Copy number variations have been linked to human 
diseases such as Crohn’s disease and autism spectrum disorders. CNVs in plants have been linked to com-
mercially important phenotypes. 

In 2013, researchers found a CNV in aluminum tolerant strains of 
corn. While typical copies of corn chromosome 6 contain one copy of 
the MATE 1 protein, tolerant strains of corn contain three versions of 
the MATE1 gene. Each functional gene is capable of producing the 
MATE1 transport protein. In plants with increased copies of MATE 1, 
more citric acid is moved into surrounding soil and more Al+ ions are 
sequestered. This allows the plant to grow without the damaging 
effects of aluminum. 

Aluminum tolerant

Aluminum sensitive
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Root Growth Analysis Preparation:
1.  Prepare 1L of each of the following concentrations of Aluminum Chloride solution. 
 Dissolve the given quantity of AlCl3 powder in ~ 300ml of water. 
 Once dissolved bring volume of the solution to 1L: 
  1%  =  10g 
   5%  =  50g
  10%  = 100g 

2. Prepare student copies of the Data Collection Sheet, or have students create a data table in their notebooks.

Procedure
Setting Up Seedling Growth study
Select option 1 or 2 for seedling growth study and follow the chosen directions. 
Monitor seedlings for two to three weeks, recording root measurements and other observations 
on the data collection sheet in student notebooks. 

Option 1: Grow seedlings directly in clear containers of potting soil
1.  You will plant 4 containers of each type of seed provided. Label the four containers with the type of seed,  
 percent solution or control, date planted and initials or other identifier. You will also set up a control for  
 each seed type. 

Solution Seed type 1 Seed type 2 Seed type 3 Seed type 4
1% AlCl3 + + + +
5% AlCl3 + + + +
10% AlCl3 + + + +
Water/Control - - - -

2. Fill the container ¾ full with the provided soil. 

3. Place 3-4 seeds around the perimeter of the container and gently push into the soil. 
 The seed should be clearly visible from the outside. 
 Be careful not to overly compress the soil as this may slow germination. 

4. To the “–“ container add water until soil is dampened.  
 Record the amount of water added to the table below.

5. To the “+” container add aluminum solution until soil is dampened.  
 Record the amount of aluminum added to the data table.

6. Place the containers in a sunny location, or use a grow light. 

7. Maintain the proper soil moisture by adding solution (either water or the appropriate concentration of   
 AlCl3 solution) as needed. Record the amount and frequency added to the data table.

8. Monitor seedling sprouting and growth over 7 - 10 days. 
 Record your observations and growth data in the spaces provided.

Solution Seed type 1 Seed type 2 Seed type 3 Seed type 4

Preparation
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Option 2: Sprout seedlings in plastic bags 

1. You will set up 4 bags of each type of seed provided. 
 Label the four bags with the type of seed, percent solution or control, date planted and initials or other  
 identifier.  You will also set up a control for each seed type. 

Solution Seed type 1 Seed type 2 Seed type 3 Seed type 4
1% AlCl3 + + + +
5% AlCl3 + + + +
10% AlCl3 + + + +
Water/Control - - - -

2. Fold paper towel in half. 

3. Dip 1 folded paper towel in water and gently squeeze out the excess liquid. 
 The paper towel should be thoroughly dampened, but not dripping water. 

4. Lay the damp paper towel on the table and place 10 kernels in a row near one end. 

5. Roll the dampened paper towel loosely, keeping the kernels separated. 

6. Place the rolled paper towel and seeds into a zip seal bag and seal.

7. Make a horizontal line of staples across the middle of the bag. 
 This will keep the seeds from falling to the bottom of the bag. 

8. Repeat steps 2-7 with each concentration of AlCl3 solution. 

9. Place the sealed bag in a sunny location for 3-4 days.

10. Observe and record data in data table. 

11. If you would like to extend this experiment for a 
 longer time period continue with protocol below.

12. Measure # of roots, length of roots, # of leaves
 and color of leaves. 

Extensions:
Observe root growth using a dissecting microscope. 
Students should clearly see clubbed and stunted roots for 
the plants grown in increasing concentrations of aluminum. 

Solution Seed type 1 Seed type 2 Seed type 3 Seed type 4
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Instructor Protocol 
Sequence Analysis  

1.  Load http://dnasubway.cyverse.org 
2.  Either create a student account or enter as a guest. 
3.  Select Annotate a Genomic Sequence – the red line.
4.  Select Plant
5.  Select Monocotyledon
6.  Regardless of whether students are using a digital file or a paper file, they will need to either upload the  
 plain text sequence or copy and paste the sequence into DNA Subway. 
7.  Give your project an identifiable title. Suggested titles include Corn Sequence Test.
8.  Enter the Scientific name for corn Zea mays.
9.  Enter the common name corn.
10. Click Continue.
11. Run RepeatMasker by clicking the button.
12. After running RepeatMasker, view results by clicking the button again. 

 Aluminum Sensitive Results 

 Aluminum Tolerant Results 
 

Provide your students with either a digital file or a paper 
version of the files including the corn sequences.
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13.   Open the Sequence Excel document in another window. Change the text color of the sequence to label 
the location of the repeats identified by RepeatMasker. Click next to the nucleotide number in the first 
column of the corresponding row and then insert new comment. Make your annotation by recording the 
starting nucleotide and length of the repeat. Under the View tab, ensure that Comments are selected 
in order for your annotation to be visible while working with the file. If you are using a paper file, you 
will need to use sticky notes to label the location of the repeats identified by RepeatMasker. Record the 
starting nucleotide and the length of the repeat.

14.  Close the window containing RepeatMasker results. 

15.  Next in the Predict Genes Station, run Augustus, by clicking the button labeled Augustus.  
Augustus predicts the location of genes by looking for known initiator sequences.  
This run may take several seconds. 

16.  When the run has completed,  a green “V” is present. View the results of Augustus, by clicking the  
labeled button. 

Aluminum Sensitive Results 
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Aluminum Tolerant Results 

17.  Use the highlighter function to identify the predicted genes in the sequence. Click next to the nucleotide 
number in the first column of the corresponding row and then insert new comment. For your  
annotation, be sure to note that this is a gene location, the starting nucleotide number and length  
of the predicted gene. If you are using a paper file, use a second color of sticky flags to identify the pre-
dicted genes in the sequence. Record the starting nucleotide number and length of the predicted gene.

18.  Close the window containing Augustus results.

Gene Search 
19.  Open a second window or tab and load http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi

20.  Select Nucleotide Blast.

21.  Copy and paste the sequence of the first predicted gene from the sequence document into the box  
labeled Enter Query Sequence. 

22.  Click the BLAST button. 

23.  Scroll down to the results page to the section Labeled “Sequences producing significant alignments”
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24. Record the name of the matching gene within the comment that corresponds to the searched region. 

25. Click the accession number to access more information about the MATE family protein. 
 Remind students that NCBI entries are not designed for student use, however, skimming summaries, 
 remarks and paper titles in the bibliography sections should give students some idea of the function 

of the gene in question. 

26.  Record the information in the comment that corresponds to the gene.

27. Repeat for each predicted gene in the sequence. 

28. Have students compare and contrast the Aluminum tolerant and sensitive sequences and summarize     
their findings.

28. Lead a summary discussion. Students should have identified 3 copies of the MATE family protein gene in 
the aluminum tolerant corn and only one copy in the aluminum sensitive corn. Both files should contain 
one copy of the sucrose transporter gene (umc2347). 

Refer to the table below for the result breakdown.

Aluminum Sensitive Corn Nucleotide position Gene name 
Gene 203-454 Sucrose Transporter
Gene 538-1767 Sucrose Transporter
Gene 2288-3071 MATE 1 

Aluminum Tolerant Corn Nucleotide position Gene name
Gene 203-454 Sucrose Transporter
Gene 538-1767 Sucrose Transporter
Gene 2288-2640 MATE 1 
Gene 4153-4598 MATE 1 
Gene 6198-6550 MATE 1 

Gene 203-454 Sucrose Transporter

Gene 203-454 Sucrose Transporter

In this example, the input sequence most closely matched the Zea mays MATE family protein (MATE1).  
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Student Protocol
Sequence Analysis  

1.  Load http://dnasubway.cyverse.org 
2.   Either create a student account or enter as a guest. 
3.   Select Annotate a Genomic Sequence – the red line. Choose Classic
4.   Select Plant
5.   Select Monocotyledon
6.   Regardless of whether students are using a digital file or a paper file, you will need to either upload the  
 plain text sequence or copy and paste the sequence into DNA Subway. 
7.   Give your project an identifiable title. Suggested titles include Corn Sequence Test.
8.   Enter the scientific name for corn Zea mays.
9.   Enter the common name corn.
10.   Click Continue.
11.   Run RepeatMasker by clicking the button.
12.   After running RepeatMasker, view results by clicking the button again. 

This example identified six repetitive sequences. Looking at the first three repetitive regions: the length of the first 
repeat is 64 nucleotides long, the second is 27 nucleotides long and the third is 64 nucleotides in length.

13.  Open the Sequence Excel® document in another window. Change the text color of the sequence to 
label the location of the repeats identified by RepeatMasker. Click next to the nucleotide number 
in the first column of the corresponding row and then insert new comment. Make your annota-
tion by recording the starting nucleotide and length of the repeat. Under the View tab, ensure that 
Comments are selected in order for your annotation to be visible while working with the file. If you 
are using a paper file, you will need to use sticky notes to label the location of the repeats identi-
fied by RepeatMasker. Record the starting nucleotide and the length of the repeat.

14.   Close the window containing RepeatMasker results. 

15.   Next in the Predict Genes Station, run Augustus, by clicking the button labeled Augustus.  
Augustus predicts the location of genes by looking for known initiator sequences.  
This run may take several seconds. 

16.   When the run has completed, a green “V” is present. View the results of Augustus, by clicking the 
labeled button. 

Your teacher will provide you 
with either a digital file or a 
paper version of the files 
including the corn sequences.
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This example found two potential genes in the sequence file. The first ‘hit’ is 716 nucleotides long and 
starts at base # 746. The second ‘hit’ is 3137 nucleotides long and starts at base # 2056. 

17.   Use the highlighter function to identify the predicted genes in the sequence. Click next to the nucleotide   
 number in the first column of the corresponding row and then insert new comment. For your annotation,  
 be sure to note that this is a gene location, the starting nucleotide number and length of the predicted   
 gene. If you are using a paper file, use a second color of sticky flags to identify the predicted genes in the  
 sequence. Record the starting nucleotide number and length of the predicted gene.

18. Close the window containing Augustus results.

Gene Search 
19. Open a second window or tab and load http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi

20.  Select Nucleotide blast.

21.  Copy and paste the sequence of the first predicted gene from the sequence document into the box 
 labeled “enter query sequence”. 

22.  Click the BLAST button. 

23.  Scroll down to the results page to the section Labeled “Sequences producing significant alignments”

In this example, the sequence most closely matched the Arabidopsis thaliana sugar transporter 1 (STP1) gene.
24.  Record the name of matching gene within the comment that corresponds to the searched region. 
25.  Click the accession number to access more information about the MATE family protein. 
26.  Record the information in the comment that corresponds to the gene.
27.  Repeat for each predicted gene in the sequence. 
28.  Compare and contrast the Aluminum tolerant and sensitive sequences and summarize your findings. 
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During your analysis of sequence data from both aluminum toler-
ant and aluminum sensitive strains of corn, you should have found 
the umc2437- (SUT1) gene in both strains. This gene produces 
a sucrose transport protein that moves sugars from the leaves 
through the phloem. The other you should have found is one or 
more copies of the MATE1 gene. NCBI describes this as "multidrug 
and toxic compound extrusion gene 1." How does this protein  
product function, and what is its role in aluminum sensitivity?

The MATE1 gene becomes active when aluminum is present 
in soil and begins producing MATE1 proteins. These proteins 
bind to citric acid inside the plant cell. This protein carries citric 
acid to the root surface and pushes the citric acid out of the 
root cells. Citric acid in soil binds to aluminum, preventing the 
aluminum from entering plant roots. This relationship between 
citric acid and aluminum has been utilized in farming for many 
years. Some farmers apply citric acid to soil prior to planting to 
reduce aluminum toxicity.  

The aluminum sensitive corn strains have one copy of the 
MATE1 gene. The aluminum tolerant corn strains have three 
copies of this MATE1 gene. This is called a copy number varia-
tion and occurs when large sections (1,000+ nucleotides) are 
duplicated. Each of the three versions of MATE1 is a functional 
gene and produces MATE1 protein. This enables the tolerant 
strains to push more citric acid into the soil providing greater 
protection from environmental aluminum. The more citric acid 
pumped into soil, the less aluminum is able to enter plant roots 
and damage growth.  

The discovery of multiple MATE1 genes on a single chromosome in corn was the first time such copy number 
variations had been identified in plants. While many plants have multiple copies of individual genes, this is 
more often due to whole chromosome duplications, rather than duplications of one region of a chromosome. 
The mechanisms of copy number variations are still being studied and may play a role in human disease such 
as autoimmune disorders, like lupus and rheumatoid arthritis. Copy number variations may also influence 
how a person responds to certain medications. The MATE protein family was first identified in humans. The 
NCBI name "multidrug and toxic compound extrusion" (MATE) comes from the function of these proteins in 
human cells. 

Aluminum Tolerant Corn: The Rest of the Story

Figure 2: MATE gene codes for the production 
of MATE1 protein which transports citric acid.

Figure 1: MATE1 is located at the 
tip of corn chromosome 6.
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Corn Seedling Aluminum Tolerance Test                                                Data Collection Sheet

Start Date: _______________________________________________________________________________

Briefly describe the set up procedure: _________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________

Date Observations/
 Actions 

1/22 Roots – 1 cm
+ 5 mL + 5 mL 
AlCl3 soln

Seed type 1Seed type 1 Seed type 2 Seed type 3 Seed type 4 Control

Date Observations/
 Actions 

Date Observations/
 Actions 

Date Observations/
 Actions 

Date Observations/
 Actions 

1/22 Not germinated
+ 5 mL AlCl3
soln

1/22 Sprout present, 
seed leaves visible
Root – 2 cm+ 5 
mL AlCl3 soln

1/22 Root - .5 cm
+ 5 mL AlCl3
soln

1/22 Root - .5 cm
+ 5 mL water
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NOTES
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